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Supplementary Figure 1: Total symptom score (a) and medication score (b) during
pollen season and daily Japanese cedar/cypress pollen counts.

Solid line: Japanese cedar pollen counts. Broken line: Japanese cypress pollen counts.
Open squares: mean scores in the active group (n = 26). Solid squares: mean scores in
the placebo group (n = 28). * p < 0.05, between active and placebo groups. Statistical
analysis was performed using unpaired t-test.

Supplementary Figure 2: Change in overall symptoms during this pollen season
compared with those in the previous pollen seasons.

A simple questionnaire (worse = −1, no change = 0, slight improvement = 1, moderate
improvement = 2, and marked improvement = 3) about the overall symptoms during the
entire pollen season compared with those in the previous years was carried out at the
end of this pollen season. Open circles: the active group (n = 26). Solid circles: the
placebo group (n = 28). *p < 0.05, between active and placebo groups. The bars indicate
the means ± SEs. Statistical analysis was performed using an unpaired t-test.

Supplementary Table 1: Adjusted symptom score during Japanese cedar/cypress
pollen season (entire pollen season) and Japanese cedar pollen (JCP) season.

Maximum each symptom score = 4. †Scores are shown as the least square (LS) means
adjusted by analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) model, with symptom-medication score
in the pre-pollen season, and sensitization status of cypress pollen and house dust mite
as factors in the analysis. Statistical analysis was performed using ANCOVA.

Supplementary Table 2: Adjusted scores using ANCOVA including the score at
each time point in each patient during Japanese cedar/cypress pollen season (entire
pollen season) and Japanese cedar pollen (JCP) season.

Maximum symptom-medication score (total symptom score/6 plus medication score) =
13; maximum total symptom score = 24; maximum medication score = 9; maximum
total nasal score = 16; and maximum total ocular score = 8. †Scores are shown as the
least square (LS) means adjusted by analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) model, with
symptom-medication score in the pre-pollen season, sensitization status of cypress
pollen and house dust mite, and the score at each time point in each patient during the
entire pollen season and JCP season as factors in the analysis. Statistical analysis was
performed using ANCOVA.

